
foldon boxB&W

New folding-bike box  
Unique design - strong, light, and collapsible for storage

B&W’s aim for this superb new folding-bike box was to design a box that is not only expected to be 
the lightest on the market (only 6.1kg!) and exceptionally robust but, importantly, allows its owner to 
pedal away from an airport or station without major hassles.

So it had not only to be foldable, but collapsible! It’s small enough to leave in a left luggage locker, for 
example, and in due course a backpack accessory is expected.

B&W is Germany’s premier designer and manufacturer of protective cases; they bring their experience 
and expertise to a wide range of top quality bike cases and bags.

Light, strong, collapsible box for all Brompton 
and other folding bikes – only 6.1kg!

www.bike-cases.co.uk



John Jordan Limited, Unit 3 Toll Bar Estate, Sedbergh, Cumbria LA10 5HA

To purchase, call us on 01539 622406 or email us at info@bike-cases.co.uk

B&W’s foldon box is designed to carry all Brompton bikes as well as most other 
folding bikes. The internal walls have protective foam padding and the reinforced 
polypropylene / ABS shell provides excellent impact protection, as well as being very 
light – the whole case weighs only 6.1kg! The foldon box is held tightly closed with 2 
robust straps with lockable buckles, suitable for TSA compatible locks.

Moving the foldon box is easy, with fi xed wheels at the back, rotating castors at the 
front, and a padded pulling handle – it follows along easily and reliably.

The foldon box can be collapsed and packed down to just 20cm high - the side panels 
fold into the lid and base for uniquely compact storage or transport.

Light, strong, innovative - 
the B&W foldon box

Padded pulling 
strap

Specifi cations:

•   External: 680 x 780 x 345mm

•   Internal: 650 x 620 x 320mm

•   Shipping carton: 690 x 210 x 360mm

•   Net weight: 6.1kg

•   Polypropylene sidewalls

•   ABS lid and base

•   Internal foam padding

•   4 wheels including 2 rotating castors

•   Padded pulling strap

•   Lockable buckles (TSA compatible)

•   Designed for easy stacking

•   Build or collapse in less than 2 minutes

Product Code: BH96008
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